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Recording the Journey. Silk actually composed a relatively small portion of the trade along the Silk Road.
Part of the Traveling the Silk Road exhibition.

Silk Road Journey

Publishers Summary. Early 400s CE The Roman Empire collapses. Well journey along the ancient Silk Roads
getting a contemporary picture of how these old trade routes are being. This metropolis is home to nearly a
million people and another million live just outside the imposing walls. Walking to Medieval China Lets
GoThe Silk Road Goals Objectives Students will be able to describe a merchants journey along the Silk

Road. The Silk Road was not given its name for nothing. The Silk Road is a living presence in Leh therefore
and speaks for a natural crossroads where Tibetans and Nepalis and Indians converge to trade their goods to
run hotels for a while to contribute what each can to a medley culture. Take a Journey. The journey along the
silk road was difficult because there was bandits and the geographic features did add to the difficulty from
mountains hills and rivers. This is our first journal entry. Along with silk and less glamorous articles of trade
the great transAsian roads carried ideas and religions which were to prove far more significant than silk.

Highlights Along The Silk Road Journey Of A Lifetime Article By Kyle McCarthy Trek 4000 miles from the
Kingdom of Xian west across the Gobi Desert through the oases of Dunhuang Turpan and Kashgar across the
Stans to the courts of India Persia and Europe and youve traced the highlights of the historic Silk Road one of
travels. Eastbound caravans brought gold precious metals and stones textiles ivory and coral while westbound
caravans transported furs ceramics cinnamon bark rhubarb and. Not literally a single road it consisted of a
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network of trade routes connecting China with Central Asia and lands beyond all the way to Rome. Other
explorers copied Marcos journey.
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